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2014 MEETING
SCHEDULE:

February

23

(Guest speakers: ET nurses
Arden Townshend and Kristina
Cantafio, New West Ostomy
Care & Supply)

April		
27
June		
15
September 28
(AGM)
CHAPTER MEETINGS
ARE HELD ON SUNDAYS AT:
Collingwood
Neighbourhood House
5288 Joyce Street
Vancouver at 1:30 PM

NOTE: In the event of severe
weather conditions, please call
the Collingwood hotline 604412-3845 to check if the centre
is open.

FEBRUARY 2014

Find the Funny

Healing With
Laughter

Brenda Elsagher Finds that Comedy Can
Comfort After a Cancer Diagnosis
by Ronnie Gordon

W

e’ve all heard that laughter is the best
medicine, and research has now backed
it up scientifically. In September 2011, a study
published online in the Proceedings of the Royal
Society B found that laughing increased patients’
pain thresholds, probably due to increased production of endorphins— hormones in
the body that relieve pain. Building on a history of attempts to understand the science
of laughter, the researchers inflicted pain on 206 volunteers by placing a freezing
wine sleeve over their forearms or tightening a blood pressure cuff as they watched
comedy videos, non-funny documentaries or live performances. The scientists tracked
volunteers’ laughter, with results suggesting that people who had been laughing had a
higher tolerance for pain.
Comedian and cancer survivor Brenda Elsagher, 55, has witnessed the benefits
of laughter firsthand. She sees it in the faces of the people laughing when she gives
speeches or performances, and she knows its impact from her own experience. Her
diagnosis was followed by two years of surgeries, including the removal of her rectum,
the creation of a permanent colostomy, a hysterectomy and vaginal reconstruction. She
developed repeated problems with her stoma—the opening in her abdomen where stool
exits into an external pouch—and needed it moved twice.
When she was diagnosed, Elsagher and her husband had two young children, then
3 and 5. A hairstylist, she worked many hours at the salon she owned near their home
in the Minneapolis suburbs. During four months of recuperation after her first operation,
Elsagher re-evaluated her priorities. She began working part time, and followed a
childhood dream by taking a comedy class, where she learned the power of telling stories.
She then enrolled in college, where she discovered a love of writing. She has since written
four books, starting with If the Battle Is Over, Why Am I Still in Uniform?, followed by I’d
Like to Buy a Bowel Please, Bedpan Banter: Funny & Inspiring Medical Stories, and It’s
in the Bag and Under the Covers.
As a cancer survivor, Elsagher performs comedy and travels around the country
talking to health care professionals, other survivors, people with ostomies, and caregivers.
Cancer Today talked with Elsagher about her views on laughter’s role in easing pain and
the way humor can help people grow more comfortable with taboo subjects.
CT: What was it like when you were going through multiple tests at the start of your
cancer treatment?
cont. page 5
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From Your President
A very Happy New Year to you all and I hope
your holiday season was a pleasant one.
No doubt you all have been startled by the
sudden drastic increase in postal rates and
the cutbacks in home delivery that will be
happening over the next few years! This will
have a large impact on this chapter’s mailing
costs by the spring but I want you all to know that there will not be
any increase in membership fees. This chapter, thanks to frugal money
management and the very generous support of so many private donors, is in a sound financial situation. There will absolutely not be any
increase in membership fees, period. ‘So now!’ as my Norwegian grandmother would have said.
Now having said all that, are there any of you who might consider getting the newsletter via email to save us a few bucks from these draconian increases? I know, it’s not as exciting as getting something in the
mail (well, for me, anyway -- makes me feel special to open hard copy
of anything, even Christmas Wishes from politicians.) But if it’s all the
same to any of you, let me know and give me your preferred email address. Highlife looks really swell in colour. Write me at:
autodraw@shaw.ca
Arden Townshend and Kristina Cantifio from New West Ostomy Care
and Supply will be our meeting speakers on the topic of hernia management and prevention this February 23. Hernias are a chronic problem
and danger to the ostomy community and so to add to the topic I’ve
included a primer article on Parastomal Hernia: Incidence, Prevention
and Treatment Strategies on page 11. Do give it a read and bring your
questions and tips to the meeting next month.
Also featured in this issue is the Bladder Cancer Patient Educational
Meeting this February 27. Because they are a minority in the ostomy
commuity, urostomates sometimes tend to get overlooked. Urostomates, this is your chance to attend an event that is just about you. It’s
free of charge but space is limited so do call and register ahead of time.
It looks pretty interesting.
Thank you to everyone who has renewed their membership for 2014!
We truly appreciate getting those cheques in on time. There’s one more
reminder in this issue but after that we won’t be chasing any slowpokes.
C’mon, take advantage of the last of those ’cheap’ stamps and send us
your membership!
Here’s to a healthy 2014 to us all!

Debra
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lETTERS & news
FROM
UOAC
PRESIDENT
Greetings all!
Special thanks go
to Rosemary Gaffray who has volunteered
to take one of the vacant positions on the
board of directors. The board appointed
Rosemary at our October 19th online board
meeting.
Congratulations go to UOAC pastpresident Pat Cimmeck who was elected
to be NCACOA president at the meeting in
Argentina in October. Congratulations also
go to Lisa Gausman who was elected to the
vice-president’s position. I’m sure they will
do a great job!
Our online auction went very well. There
were 7,381 page views during the auction, 479 bids, and $1,776.50 was raised.
53 out of the 54 items were sold. I was
lucky enough to be successful on two of
the bids, though my attempt to get the $100
Canadian Tire Gift card was not successful
as someone outbid me at $111.
On Saturday, October 5, 2013, the United
Ostomy Association of Canada hosted the
1st Annual Stoma Stroll Awareness Walk
in various cities across Canada to celebrate
Canada Ostomy Day. Our treasurer,
Steve Maybee, reports that almost all the
donations are in and the total is at least
$26,853.45. Indeed a super job by all
involved!
I put together a video of all the walkers and
put it on Youtube. Check it out here: http://
youtu.be/2TEw1nYOllk
Mark your calendars now – the 2nd Annual
Canada Ostomy Day will be held the first
Saturday in October, 2014. We extend an
invitation to all chapters across Canada to
join in the Stoma Stroll Awareness Walk.
We are in the process of updating the
twelve page procedure manual and will
send to all chapter presidents in the next
while. UOAC will set up the walk webpage
for your city, provide you with posters,

postcards and pledge sheets, provide you
with a certificate of insurance, pay for
approved expenses such as permits and
first aid staff.
The board of directors will continue to
hold monthly online meetings (usually a
Saturday at 9:00 a.m. CST). Any chapter
president that is interested in sitting in as an
observer is welcome. Please send an email
to the office to get an invitation.
The Canada Not-for-profit Corporations
Act provides federal not-for-profit
corporations with a new set of rules that
are modern, flexible and better suited to the
needs of today’s not-for-profit sector. Our
by-laws committee is working hard to have
new bylaws ready for a vote at the AGM
in St. John’s in 2014. Prior to that, we
would like the chapters to look through and
discuss the by-laws as well as the changes
in the way that the organization will run.
Packages will be mailed out to each chapter
president.
Our friends over at The Canadian
Association for Enterostomal Therapy
(CAET) have developed a new program on
their website called “Find An ET Nurse”.
We have links to their website on our
website.
Our next biennial conference will be in St.
John’s Newfoundland in 2014. Dates are
July 31 to August 2. Our conference chair is
Carol Wells and the St. John’s and Gander
chapters are working together to put on a
great conference. We hope to see you all
there and take some time to tour around the
“Rock” and enjoy the unique experience
that is Newfoundland. Conference and
hotel registration forms are already on our
website, along with links to websites that
show some of the other things you can go
see when you visit Newfoundland. The
link is: http://ostomycanada.ca/events/
biennial_conference_of_uoac
Again this year we will be asking for
donations from individuals and chapters
for raffle and auction items. And we will be
asking for advertisements for the program
booklet. Janet Paquet has agreed to do the

program book this year. The theme this
year is “Ostomates Connect on the Rock”.
Hope to see you there!
On another note, our national office is
experiencing difficulties in trying to
reconcile new members and membership
dues as the information comes in the form
of emails and faxes without the cheques
for membership dues being included until
much later, and then the amounts do not
match. This makes for extra work as well
as the possibility of errors in the databse
used to mail the Ostomy Canada magazines
to individuals. As of November 01, 2013,
new memberships/renewals will be entered
into our data base once membership dues
have been received. You can still email/
fax membership information to the office,
however, they will just be set aside until
the cheque arrives. This will be easier for
both the office and the chaptes to balance
with each other. Also, it wll be faster for the
office to send the chapters any information
that is requested for it will be more accurate.
If you have any concerns about this, please
contact me at the email below.
Dues are to be received at the office by
January 1. Thank you.
Best wishes for the holiday season and all
the best in the new year! Merry Christmas!
Peter Folk President, United Ostomy
Association of Canada Inc. peter.folk@
ostomycanada.ca

DISTRICT SUPPORT
SERVICES REPORT,
NOVEMBER 2013

This will probably be the last time that the
letters “DSS” or “District Support Services”
will be in use. The name was changed in
April of this year to “COSS” or “Chapter
Outreach Support Services” to highlight
the fact that it is the chapter who will be the
focus of the sup-port, not a ‘district’. The
new COSS manual is a revision of the old
manual that will take this fact into account.
It is still a work in pro-gress because the
final version will contain information
LETTERS & NEWS CONT. NEXT PAGE
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that chapters consider important to them.
In other words, the move to change and
innovation will be a two-way street with
chapters participating in the changes. The
ultimate goal is to have chapters prosper
with the help of experienced and skilled
people who have the ability to solve most
common problems at the chapter level.
The only way to resolve issues is to talk
about them. Finding solutions to problems
is a must, or they will get worse. But,
in reality, some chapters are in distress
because they have been unable to resolve
problems that have been in the making
for a long time - for example: declining
membership, lack-lustre monthly meetings,
‘tired executive’, few volunteers, no longterm plans.
The answer? Our “COSS” Co-ordinators
(formerly the ‘DSS Reps’) must be
available to come to the rescue. As you
know, in 2012, two Representatives died,
one Representative resigned after many
years of service, and the ‘Chair” retired.
It has been most difficult to find qualified

people to volunteer for the vacated
positions. We are fortunate that three new
people have come forward to take on the
challenge.
On November 9, there was an intensive
one-day training seminar in Hamilton to
prepare all our COSS volunteers to tackle
the challenges of dealing with chapters
in need. I am pleased to announce the
following new candidates for the position of
COSS Coordinator: Angela McGinn, from
St. John’s, NL (for the Maritimes); Gerald
Dakiniewich, from Saskatoon, SK, (for
Western Canada); and Richard Olley, from
Oakville, ON. They will be joining John
Molnar, from St. Catharines, ON, (SouthEastern Ontario); Jean-Pierre Lapointe,
from Montreal, (all of Quebec); and Roger
Ivol, from Hamilton, ON (South-Western
Ontario) for the one day training and
orientation session. These Co-ordinators
will be expected to provide resources and
services to any chapter in his/her area.

is working to re-build the bridges. But we
need more volunteers. We’re still looking
for two or three new people to serve British
Columbia, Northern Ontario and part of the
Maritimes.

It must be difficult for chapters who ask
for help when there is no one there. UOAC

Submitted by,
Roger Ivol, COSS Administrator
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The Coordinators will be contacting you,
in due course. But we ask that chapters
needing assistance not to wait until a Coordinator contacts you. Instead, notify the
UOAC office as soon as possible and leave
a message for your area Coordinator to call
you. The sooner you do so, the faster will
be the response time.
We are entering new and exciting times.
With fresh new ideas, frank and open
dialogue, most problems can be solved.
We hope that every ‘successful’ chapter
will share the secrets of their success with
the Coordinators, who, in turn, will pass
on those ‘secrets’ to other chapters. By
working together, we can make lasting
change happen.

HEALING WITH LAUGHTER cont.

Elsagher: There was little humor at this
point. I had been spending a lot of time
crying. Then a nurse made me laugh
out loud. I saw eight or nine doctors
in 10 days, and I started coping using
sarcastic humor. I was very overweight:
310 pounds at 5 feet 5 inches. [She
weighs 185 pounds now after a threeyear weight-loss program.] I had to lay
on a table that tilted with my head down
and butt up. I wasn’t worried about the
cancer so much as “Was the doctor going
to be traumatized looking at this big
butt?” Then in my mind, I imagined other
doctors filing in. I thought: “The more the
merrier. Let’s charge them a quarter to
have them all go through.”
CT: How did laughter help you with your
pain?
Elsagher: Well, for example, I was in the
hospital in pain from my colostomy. My
husband and I were playing with the bed
and laughing, and when a nurse came
in with a hypodermic needle, I never
felt it. Any time the nurses made me
laugh, it helped me with my pain. My
psychological pain, too.
CT: In your first book, you write, “I knew
it would be a challenge, and yet I didn’t
want to be silenced by shame or the

unpleasant topic of having cancer of the
rectum.” So how do you get audiences
comfortable with this topic?
Elsagher: I tell everyone to say rectum
three times. We laugh about it and then
we can move on. I tell them about how
I started thinking of my surgeon as
the Rear Admiral, and that gets them
laughing too.
CT: When did you first find the humor in
having a colostomy?
Elsagher: I did not make jokes publicly
about ostomies or cancer for a year.
Then I got involved with an ostomy
support group and met people who were
comfortable with themselves. They were
laughing, smiling. There was some dark
humor.
CT: And what did you learn from them?
Elsagher: There are many different
aspects of the ostomy world. Some
people with ostomies have been through
hell. I certainly would not want to imply
that going through a colostomy was a
laugh a minute. But you have to look for
the positive stuff. The positive stuff is
that you get to live.
CT: What are the psychological effects of
having a stoma that is not working as it
should?

Elsagher: When it’s not going well,
it affects your self-esteem, your
confidence, your desire to be sociable.
After you hit the right combination of
ostomy care products, you begin to feel
like everyone else. And then you move
forward, one day at a time.
CT: Do you stress a particular message
when you give talks about cancer?
Elsagher: For people with ostomies, I let
them know it’s liberating to hear about
the subject or talk about it. People have
been so hushed about it. I have been
unstoppable in letting everybody know
that an ostomy is not shameful, gross,
or the worst thing in the world. And for
everyone, surround yourself with funny
people. Look for the funny in life. Also,
one of my missions is to get people
screened using colonoscopies. And I
want people to
remember, hope is
all around you. q

CancerToday: www.
cancertodaymag.org
Via: Brantford & District
Ostomy News Feb. 2013;
Cancer Today Practical
Knowledge. Real Hope
Spring 2012.
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Christmas Luncheon & Kids Party 2013
We were very pleased this year to welcome several newcomers
and their children to our annual event for a total of 72 adults
and 10 kids. The buffet featured a number of salads, rice,
mashed potatoes, vegetarian lasagne, vegetable medley,
salmon, turkey roll and roast cured ham, gravy & cranberry
sauce with complimentary Jackson Triggs red or white. I
didn’t try the desserts but it looked like a wide selection of
pastries at that table, for which there was a line up after the
main courses! (OK, the pressed turkey was a bit of a surprise
so we’ll make sure we specify the real thing next year.)
“How have you been?” Folks took the opportunity to visit
The draw prize table was well-supplied this year, thanks to the with old friends and meet new ones.
numerous folks who donated an anonymous gift. I can’t thank
you all by name because the list everyone dutifully signed got scooped by the uber-efficient staff at Cheers during
clean-up!! Man, I have to be faster at snagging that list next year.

The winners of the cash raffle were: 1st prize Cindy Hartmann, 2nd prize Earl Graham, and 3rd winner was Jean
Grenwell. Many thanks to everybody who bought a raffle ticket and thanks to our on-site raffle ticket seller Joanne
Chisholm. Thanks as well to Trevor Mendham for working the door and signing folks in, Joan Nicholson for helping
with decoration and take down, and as always thanks to our excellent Santa. Thanks to all the staff at Cheers for
helping make our event a success and most of all, thanks to Joy Jones for coordinating everything!!

The Kellehers -- Shirley, George and Shelley

Kate Williams & Jurgen Gothe

Jim & Janice Balfour

Have we got a present for this
young lady?
Welcome to the 2013 Christmas Party!
Event Coordinator Joy Jones
6 Vancouver Ostomy HighLife - January / February 2014

One of the newcomers meets Santa

I’ve been totally good all year

Yes, you can open it now

Brandee’s daughter is a little bit shy

Haven’t I met you before?

Can I open mine, too?

Sabrina’s thinking this over

“Hey, we’ve been good too!
Bob Hendry & Richard Biggar
You crack me up

We’ve been REALLY good!
Maxine Barclay and Earl Lesk

THANKS SANTA!!

See You All Next Year!!
Vancouver Ostomy HighLife January / February 2014 7

Flushable Wipes a Growing
Concern in Canada
Think Before You Flush

OTTAWA – They’re billed as a fresh, clean alternative to toilet
paper — but waste-water utilities across Canada say personal
wipes are creating putrid sewage clogs that are costing
Canadian ratepayers at least $250 million a year.
Sewage experts in Canada, the U.S. and beyond are cringing at
efforts to sell the masses on the need to freshen their nether
regions, including a recent ad campaign for Cottonelle wipes
featuring a cheeky British spokeswoman urging people in public
places to “talk about your bum.” Manufacturers, meantime,
say the wipes are getting the bum’s rush from waste-water
officials and are perfectly safe to flush. Nonetheless, the
Municipal Enforcement Sewer Use Group (MESUG), comprised
of 25 Canadian communities, wants a federal standard to
ensure more honest labelling of the wipes and other products
that they insist are not safe to send down the toilet. Among
them: Supposedly flushable toilet cleaning sponges, tampon
applicators and even plush, multi-ply toilet paper. While those
products and personal wipes may swirl down the toilet with
ease, experts say they don’t disintegrate, creating serious
problems as they work their way through aging sewage
systems on their way to treatment plants.
“If we don’t deal with this problem, the Canadian taxpayer
will be literally flushing away millions,” said Barry Orr, a wastewater with MESUG.
“It’s not a sexy topic — it’s an out-of-sight, out-of-mind
situation. People expect to flush things down the toilet and
then don’t want to think about it anymore. But for me, this is
every-day life, and we have to get this information out to the
public.”
Indeed, Orr said, many municipal officials believe that
MESUG’s estimate of the $250 million annual cost is low and
that wipes are poised to take a bigger toll. Personal wipes are
a $6-billion industry in North America, one that’s expected to
grow six per cent annually over the next five years.
In both the U.S. and Canada, manufacturers voluntarily test
products for flushability, but federal laws don’t require thirdparty assessment or verification. Consequently, Orr and his
fellow sewage experts have spent the last two years urging
manufacturers, including Kimberly-Clark, SC Johnson and NicePak, and the Association of the Nonwoven Fabrics Industry —
known as INDA — to address the problem.
“We had a discussion with them and we wanted to do some
awareness, and asked them what they’re doing about changing
the labelling on these products,” Orr said of a meeting earlier
this year.
“We didn’t make any progress; they seemed to not be very
interested in our position.”
Eric Bruner of Kimberly-Clark begs to differ, saying his
company — maker of the popular Cottonelle wipes — works
closely with the industry.
“Kimberly-Clark is committed to working with the waste-water
community to ensure that sewage systems work properly and
to educate consumers about what is safe to flush and what
isn’t,” he said in an interview from the company’s headquarters
8 Vancouver Ostomy HighLife - January / February 2014

in Dallas.
“But if we label
something safe to
flush, we stand by
that. We put these
products through
a litany of industry
tests. … I certainly
know our products
perform well in
lab tests and field
tests to ensure
flushability.”
Bruner and officials
at Nice-Pak, which
bills itself “the
world’s
leading
producer of wet
wipes,” say 90 per
cent of what public
utilities deal with
in terms of clogs
involve products
that
absolutely
should not be
flushed down the
toilet, and are
labelled as such.

Barry Orr, City of London Environmental
and Engineering Services, lifts a giant
mass of materal, mostly wipes that are
supposed to be flushable, that had been
clogging the city’s sewage-sytem pumps.
- Dave Chidley/The Canadian Press

“They’re finding things like paper towels, feminine hygiene
products, diapers and baby wipes. What we believe is that it’s
very important for consumers to read the labels,” Bruner said.
“One of the questions that I have is why the focus on these
products when it’s been shown that 90 per cent of the products
that are causing the utilities problems are things that, in fact,
aren’t flushable and aren’t labelled as flushable.”
Added Nice-Pak in a statement: “Four recent forensic studies
did not find flushable wipes in pump clogs, and less than 10 per
cent of the material found on inlet screens were identified as
flushable wipes.”
Indeed, INDA says its tests have proven flushable wipes
aren’t clogging municipal pipes. They point the finger at baby
wipes, hard-surface wipes and other non-flushable items.
Nonetheless, Consumer Reports tested several brands of
wipes labelled flushable and found that while toilet paper broke
down after about eight seconds, the wipes showed no sign of
disintegrating after 30 minutes in a toilet-flushing simulator.
Orr agreed that baby wipes are being flushed down the toilet
and causing clogs, but he insisted personal wipes are also part
of the problem. MESUG members have set up traps across
Ontario municipalities, Orr said, and they’re catching hundreds
of flushable wipes. The situation is the same across the country,
with officials in Penticton, B.C., recently complaining publicly
about the wipes. Canadian utilities aren’t alone in their battle
against personal wipes.
In the U.S. capital region, the Washington Suburban Sanitary
Commission has spent more than $1 million installing powerful
grinders to shred wipes before they reach pumps on their way
to treatment plants. The utility has also devoted hundreds of
cont. page 21
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NEW PATIENTS’
CORNER

Recommendations:
• Be gentle when changing your pouching system. Gently
remove your pouching system from your skin.
• Wash your stoma and skin with warm water and a soft
cloth.
• If your stoma is swollen or has enlarged, cut a larger
opening in your pouching system or speak to an ET ostomy nurse and get a system to accommodate your stoma.
• If you have any concerns or questions, do not hesitate to
contact an ET ostomy nurse. q
The BC Cancer agency has an excellent websitewww.bccancer.bc.ca/PPI/TypesofCancer/Colorectal

I”m Afraid of Smelling Bad When I
How Does Chemotherapy affect my Get Out of Hospital!
A lot of people worry that they are going to smell bad to othStoma and Peristomal skin?
ers because of their ostomy surgery. New ostomies can be
Chemotherapy is a type of cancer treatment that may
effect your skin and stoma. The impact of chemotherapy
may create skin problems around your stoma (peristomal
skin) and the overall management of your ostomy. There are
many different types of chemotherapy treatments, each with
its own specific way that it affects the cancer. But not all
treatments cause the same side effects to the skin and/or
stoma. Your oncologist and chemotherapy nurses are the
experts and will advise you about the possible side effects
that may occur. They are an excellent resource to answer
your questions and concerns. They can provide you with
various patient handouts outlining different chemotherapy
drug protocols and patient guidelines.
In general, remember that your stoma is surgically created from bowel tissue, which is very similar to the tissue in
your mouth. Some chemotherapy drugs affect the tissue in
your mouth resulting in sores, ulcers or causing the tissue in
your mouth to bleed easily. Your stoma may react the same
way. You may find that your stoma bleeds easily when you
are washing it or you may find tiny sores on your stoma.
Your stoma may also swell. This is because the lining of your
colon or intestine can become irritated and inflamed from the
chemotherapy.
During chemotherapy your skin may be more sensitive.
This includes peristomal stoma. The skin around your stoma
may become more sensitive by becoming red and sore. Remember that gentle removal of the pouching system during
changes is important when skin is fragile.
If you still have your large colon, you may have an increase of mucous drainage from your anus. Again, this is because the chemotherapy can make the lining of your colon
inflamed and irritated causing more mucous to be produced
which will pass through the anus.
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stressful -- there seems to be so much to learn, changing
your appliance seems complicated in the beginning, You
don’t really feel well and you didn’t want this thing in the
first place. On top of all this, the odour you smell when you
change or emplty your bag may seem strong to you. Look at
it this way: when anybody goes to the bathroom they leave
a smell. We all leave a smell when we “go” and you are no
different, you just “go” a different way.
Ostomy appliances are made to contain odour, and properly
applied and maintained, they will not smell. The trick to keeping yourself odour-free is to make sure you are applying the
pouch correctly, and make sure you are wiping the inside of
the tail end each time you empty. For some added peace
of mind, you can purchase ostomy deodorants that are put
directly into the pouch. These can come in different forms:
liquid, spray or gel. All the ostomy manufacturers make some
form of pouch deodorant and some combine deodorant with
lubricant that helps avoid “pancaking” at the top. Start with
a small amount -- a tablespoon or two -- and increase for
more effect if needed. If you find commercial deodorants expensive, some household remedies you might try would be
mouthwash, peppermint oil, mint candies or cinnamon. How
effective any of these solutions are will vary but there’s no
harm in experimenting. Just don’t put strong cleaners in the
pouch or anything that might ’burn’ the stoma. The stoma is
composed of intestinal tissue that will naturally absorb some
substances and it can be damaged by harsh materials.
Last, if you are really determined to eliminate all scent, you
can purchase bismuth subgellate in the form of Devrom tablets. These can be bought from your ostomy supplier; chew 2
or 3 after each meal, or more throughout the dayas required.
Your stool will turn black but this harmless. Pepto-bismol
contains bismuth subgellate as well but we don’t know how
effective this product is for internal odour control. q

Parastomal hernia: incidence,
prevention and treatment strategies
Parastomal hernia continues to be a common and distressing
problem for patients with stomas, and research investigating
prevention strategies is scant. In March 2005 Thompson and
Trainor reported that the introduction of a prevention programme for 1-year post-stoma surgery formation had significantly reduced the incidence of development of parastomal
hernia. This was further supported by a follow-up study in
2007, strengthening the reliability and validity of the first findings by confirming a statistically significant reduction in the
incidence of parastomal hernias through the introduction of
a simple non-invasive prevention programme.
Parastomal hernia is a
frequent difficulty for patients with stomas. This
stomal complication affects patients’ body image and self-confidence
and occurs in approximately 20–50% of
patients with stomas.
When a stoma is
formed, for whatever
reason, a potential
site of weakness is created within the abdominal
muscle due to the surgical dissection of muscle
to externalize the bowel.
A parastomal hernia is
defined as a bulging of peristomal skin indicating the passage of one or more loops of bowel through a fascial defect
around the stoma and into the subcutaneous tissues. This
presents problems for the patient both in terms of self-image
– often producing a visible swelling in clothing – as well as
practical appliance management difficulties.

Incidence of parastomal hernia

Incidence may be higher than reported in the literature as
limited studies are available. Of those that are available, incidence varies (Table 1). Limitations of those studies explored
include: use of small samples, inconsistencies in follow-up
and timing of development of parastomal hernia. These factors ultimately hinder comparability.
A review of the literature revealed sparse research into prevention of parastomal hernia. One article that reviewed the
literature related to prevention, treatment and incidence of
parastomal hernia was uncovered (McGrath et al, 2006).
The main conclusions from this article were that parastomal
hernia carries significant morbidity for patients. Emergency
surgery did not play a factor in the development; however
age, obesity and previous surgery were implicated. Exercises to strengthen the abdominal muscles can be encouraged before surgery and mesh can be used at the time of
surgery to minimize risk of parastomal hernia development.

Stoma care nurses play a vital role in educating patients as
well as staff about ways that may help reduce the incidence
of herniation.

Contributing factors

Contributing factors to the incidence of a parastomal hernia
differs from study to study, with some reporting factors such
as obesity, gender, age, siting of stoma, abdominal distension and chronic cough found a statistically significant correlation between wound herniation and older people, males
and obese patients undergoing bowel surgery supported
this finding by reporting that chest infection, wound sepsis,
male and aged 60+ were contributing factors. The correlation with age can be explained by the fact that with increasing age the rectus abdominus muscle becomes thinner and
weaker and is thus hindered in providing adequate support
for a stoma. Statistically significant differences were also
found with age, reinforcing the findings of previous studies.
Carne et al (2003) found that no technical factors relating to
the construction of the stoma were shown to prevent stoma
herniation, e.g. site of stoma formation, trephine size, fascial
fixation and closure of lateral space. Thompson and Trainor
(2005, 2007) also found no difference in incidence of parastomal hernia development when stomas were sited preoperatively. Yet, an earlier study by Sjodahl et al (1988) found
that stomas constructed through the rectus abdominus
muscle had a statistically significantly lower incidence than
those constructed lateral to the rectus abdominus muscle.
Martin and Foster (1996) would support this finding as they
found that making an oversized opening for the stoma in the
muscle and fascia at time of surgery as a possible cause
of parastomal hernia (Kane et al, 2004). It is also important
to point out that most stomas in recent years, whether constructed with or without siting, would in the majority, if not all
cases, be constructed through the rectus abdominus muscle
as this is now taken as common practice.

Prevention

Thompson and Trainor investigated the use of a parastomal hernia prevention programme that used three components:
• Awareness of potential for development of parastomal
hernia
• Abdominal exercises to strengthen the abdominal
muscles
• Using abdominal support belts while undertaking heavy
lifting and heavy work for 1 year postoperatively.
The findings demonstrated a statistically significant reduction in incidence of parastomal hernias following the introduction of a prevention programme. In year 1, 87 patients
were recruited before the introduction of the programme, of
which 28% of patients developed a parastomal hernia. In
year 2 a further 114 patients were recruited, of which 14%
developed parastomal hernias, and they had received education about the prevention programme. In year 3 a further
99 patients were recruited into the prevention programme
cont. next page
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and 17% developed parastomal hernias, however 7% of this group admitted
to non-compliance with the programme.
Exercises were previously used by
physiotherapists while teaching patients after major abdominal and gynaecological surgery, and can be recommended postoperatively or when the
abdominal wound has healed, for all
patients who have undergone stomaforming surgery. In the study the exercises were taught from 3 months onwards (10 of each exercise daily for 1
year postoperatively). Compliance was
inquired about at each review with the
patients and documented. The findings
suggested that the siting of stomas,
type of surgery (emergency or elective)
did not have any significance in the development of parastomal hernia.

General advice to help minimize the risk
of parastomal hernia development following surgery
Strong abdominal muscles are the premise for this prevention programme
and any general exercise which uses these muscles is beneficial (e.g.
swimming, walking and cycling). Please check with your surgeon or
stoma care nurse before undertaking any exercise programme.
1. Avoid heavy lifting for 3 months post-surgery
2. Try to maintain good posture at all times
3. Carry out the exercises below from as early as discharge if the wound
has completely healed
4. Use a support belt or girdle when undertaking heavy lifting or heav
working after 3 months and until at least 12 months postoperatively
5. Keep your weight within the body mass index 20–25
6. Support your stoma and abdomen whilst coughing in the first
few months following surgery.
Adapted from: Thompson and Trainor (2007)

Overall incidence of parastomal hernia
in year 1 was 28% which is similar to
the reported incidence within the literature. In year 2, following the introduction of the programme, the incidence
had dropped to 14%.
The introduction of the programme had
a statistically significant effect in reducing the incidence of development of
parastomal hernias.

Treatment

Treatments for parastomal hernia can
be conservative or surgical. When
undertaking conservative treatment,
reassurance for the patient is fundamental, as it can be frightening and distressing. Correctly fitting flexible appliances, such as those from ConvaTec,
Coloplast, Dansac, Hollister, Nu-Hope,
Marlin, Salts Healthcare, and Welland
Medical etc allows them to mould to the
peristomal skin, ensuring a secure and
comfortable fit.
Abdominal support belts or girdles, e.g
girdles and support belts can be recommended to provide comfort and support for the patient and caution should
be stressed to the patient in relation to
heavy lifting and heavy work to prevent
or minimize further enlargement of the
parastomal hernia.
Abdominal supports should not have
a hole cut in them so that support is
evenly distributed over the whole abdomen. Patients should be encouraged
to exercise their abdominal muscles to
strengthen them; however, surgical per-
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cont. next page

mission should be sought before this if a hernia is already
present. A body mass index range of 20–25 should be aimed
for and regular exercise encouraged.
Surgical repair of parastomal hernia can be carried out locally
but this has a high recurrence rate (Everingham, 1998; Baig
et al, 2003). Relocation of the stoma, with or without using
a synthetic mesh (Raymond and Abulafi, 2002), is another
option and has a more favourable outcome. Several new repair methods have been investigated; Raymond and Abulafi
(2002) used a split mesh technique on three patients and all
remained recurrence-free between 18 and 24 months.
The repair of parastomal hernia is frequently found to be unsuccessful and often has complications. Stoma relocation is
a method of choice for a first parastomal hernia. For recurrence, repair using prosthetic material appears to have the
best outcomes (Rubin, 2004).

Conclusion

Parastomal hernia presents significant morbidity for patients
having undergone stoma-forming surgery and should be
highlighted at preoperative consultations where and when
possible, as its incidence presents significant risk for patients.
Further research into prevention of parastomal hernia needs
to be undertaken along with replication of the studies which
have tried new methods of repairing parastomal hernia.
It is important to remember that surgical technique plays an
important factor and will differ from centre to centre this is
clearly demonstrated by the literature on incidence of hernia.
If centres do adopt a prevention programme, what should not
differ is the per cent of reduction following the introduction of
the programme from the retrospective arm and the prospective arm, and this should reinforce the use of the programme
in prevention of parastomal hernia. It is essential that prevention strategies are a significant aspect of a stoma care nurse’s
role to provide care and advice in prevention of parastomal
hernias. q
Armstrong E (2001) Practical aspects of stoma care. Nurs Times 97(12): 40–2
Arumugam PG, Bevan L, Macdonald L et al (2003) A prospective audit of
stomas – analysis of risk

Unusual Household Tricks
(Who Knew?)

Lancaster

SALES & RENTALS

We carry all Ostomy
Appliance
Medical
Brands
Supplies &
• Wheel Chairs
Prescriptions
• Walkers
• Bath Safety aids
Ltd.
• Incontinent Supplies
• Support Stockings
• Diabetic Supplies

873-8585

DELIVERY
AVAILABLE

601 West Broadway, Vancouver

526-3331

7487 Edmonds, Burnaby

If you turn a toaster on
its side you can use it
to make grilled cheese
sandwiches. (Don’t
overdo it on the cheese)

If you place a wooden
utensil over a pot of
boiling water, it won’t
boil over. (COOL!)

submittd by Earl Lesk

Use a chopstick to divide
and store ground meat in a
zip loc bag. Just break off
how much you need and
keep the rest in the freezer
for later. So much easier
than dividing and individually wrapping each pound or
half pound.

Reynolds Wrap has lock
in taps to hold the roll in
place. (WHO KNEW?)
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DID YOU KNOW…..

You may have a 20-50% chance
of developing a PERISTOMAL HERNIA ?
DO YOU HAVE AN OSTOMY AND HAVE
ANY OF THESE SYMPTOMS ?
 A swelling or bulge of the abdomen around
the stoma. It can look like your stoma is
“sitting on an orange”.
 A dull ache or heavy & ”dragging” feeling of
your abdomen, especially when standing.
 The size of the bulge (hernia) may reduce in
size when you lie down and get larger when
standing up.

If you suspect you may have a Peristomal Hernia,
Have questions about PREVENTION or MANAGEMENT,
Come in for a COMPLIMENTARY consultation with one of our
Specialized OSTOMY NURSES (Enterostomal Therapists)
~ We Carry Many Options for Custom Hernia Belts and Supports ~
Call for Your Appointment Today
Available 6 Days a Week

604-522-4265

2004-8th Avenue, (At 20th Street)
New Westminster, BC
Toll free 1-888-290-6313

www. ostomycareandsupply.com
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I, Robot

Robots let doctors ‘beam’ into
remote hospitals

The doctor isn’t in, but he can still see you now.
Remote presence robots are allowing physicians to
“beam” themselves into hospitals to diagnose patients
and offer medical advice during emergencies. A growing
number of hospitals in California and other states are using
telepresence robots to expand access to medical specialists,
especially in rural areas where there’s a shortage of doctors.
These mobile video-conferencing machines move
on wheels and typically stand about 5 feet, with a large
screen that projects a doctor’s face. They feature cameras,
microphones and speakers that allow physicians and patients
to see and talk to each other.
Dignity Health, which runs Arizona, California and
Nevada hospitals, began using the telemedicine machines
five years ago to diagnose patients suspected of suffering
strokes - when every minute is crucial to prevent serious
brain damage.
The San Francisco-based health care provider now uses
the telemedicine robots in emergency rooms and intensivecare units at about 20 California hospitals, giving them
access to specialists in areas such as neurology, cardiology,
neonatology, pediatrics and mental health.
“Regardless of where the patient is located, we can be
at their bedside in several minutes,” said Dr. Alan Shatzel,
medical director of the Mercy Telehealth Network. “Literally,
we compress time and space with this technology. No longer
does distance affect a person’s ability to access the best
care possible.”
Dignity Health is one of several hospital chains that
recently began using RP-VITA, which was jointly developed
by InTouch Health and iRobot Corp. It’s approved for hospital
use by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
Nearly 1,000 hospitals in the U.S. and abroad have
installed InTouch telemedicine devices, including about 50
RP-VITA robots launched in May, according to company
officials. The company rents out the RP-VITA for $5,000 per

month.
When a doctor is needed at a remote hospital location, he
can log into the RP-VITA on-site by using a computer, laptop
or iPad. The robot has an auto-drive function that allows it
to navigate its way to the patient’s room, using sensors to
avoid bumping into things or people.
Once inside the hospital room, the doctor can see, hear
and speak to the patient, and have access to clinical data
and medical images. The physician can’t touch the patient,
but there is always a nurse or medical assistant on-site to
assist.
On a recent morning, Dr. Asad Chaudhary, a stroke
specialist at Dignity Health, beamed into a robot at the
neuro-intensive care unit at Mercy San Juan Medical Center
in Carmichael to evaluate Linda Frisk, a patient who recently
had a stroke.
With his face projected on the robot screen, Chaudhary
asked Frisk to smile, open and close her eyes, make a
fist and lift her arms and legs - common prompts to test a
patient’s neurological functioning.
“If you develop any weakness, any numbness, any
problem with your speech or anything else, let us know right
away,” Chaudhary told Frisk before the robot turned around
and left the room.
“It’s just like being with the patient in the room,” Chaudhary
said. “Of course, nothing can replace seeing these patients
in person, but it’s the next best thing.” q
- Fox News, November 19, 2013

Macdonald’s Prescriptions #3 Kitsilano

2188 West Broadway, Vancouver 604-738-0733

“We’re small enough to know you,
large enough to serve you.”
We take great pride in our
specialty services and
supplies:
Skin Care Products
Custom Compounding
Customized Compression Hosiery
Lymphoedema Fittings
Herbal and Nutritional Supplements
Mobility Equipment
Incontinence Supplies
Specialty Health Supplies

Neal Dunwoody, RN, BScN,
WOCN is our Wound and
Enterostomal Therapist
providing expert support
and all supplies through our
Pharmacy clinic.
Call for an appointment.
604-738-0733

Cardiovascular Assessments
24 Hour Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitoring
Ankle Brachial Pressure Index Testing
Registered Nurse Consultations
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Patients, caregivers and friends are invited to attend the:

Bladder Cancer

Patient Education Meeting
VANCOUVER AND REGION

Thursday, February 27, 2014
6:30 pm - 9:00 pm
(Meet and greet with refreshments at 6:00pm)

Vancouver General Hospital
Paetzold Auditorium - Jim Pattison Pavilion
899 West 12th Avenue
Vancouver, BC V5Z 1M9

Life After a Urinary Diversion

Debbie Cutting, CETN(C), Vancouver General Hospital

Inspirational and motivational bladder cancer survivor stories

Cambie St

Ash St

Heather St

12th Ave W
Laurel St

Dr. Peter Black, Urologic Oncologist, Vancouver General Hospital

Oak St

Overview and Treatment of Muscle Invasive Bladder Cancer

Laurel St

10th Ave W

Presentations Include:
Overview and Treatment of Non-Muscle Invasive Bladder Cancer
Dr. Alan So, Urologic Oncologist, Vancouver General Hospital

Broadway W

13th Ave W

14th Ave W

Space is limited. Registration is required. There is no charge to attend this meeting.
FREE parking available. Must use hospital parkade on Laurel St. between West 12th and West 13th Ave. to qualify.
Voucher will be provided.

Register
Online at: www.bladdercancercanada.org
By phone: 1-866-674-8889
ADIAN U
AN

1945

N

C

Bladder Cancer Canada is endorsed by:

SOCIATIO
AS

LOGICAL
RO

&

Urology Nurses of Canada

Canadian Urological Association

For more information: info@bladdercancercanada.org
Follow Us:

Bladder Cancer Canada © 2013, 21 Jason Crescent, Georgetown, Ontario L7G 4Z3
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Ahhh… life is good!
This is how you’ll feel after visiting the
Ostomy Care and Supply Centre

You and your stoma will feel
pampered and cared for by our ET Nurses
Call for your complimentary appointment with one of our
ET (Ostomy) Nurses to:

• Review your pouching system
• Solve skin and leakage problems
• Look at new products

• Be fitted for a custom hernia belt
• Chat about any ostomy concern
• Discuss dietary questions

No charge for first consultation. Consultations complimentary
for people purchasing supplies at our centre.

604-522-4265 or 1-888-290-6313

2004 8th Avenue, New Westminster
www.ostomycareandsupply.com
andy@ostomycareandsupply.com
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Flu and an ostomy
FACTS about the FLU:
The Flu is caused by a virus spreading from an infected
person to the nose and throat of others. Symptoms
usually appear within 2-3 days after being infected.
A person with a fever is considered contagious for
another 3-4 days.
WHAT to do as an Ostomate with the Flu:
Ostomates must take special care not to take
any medication including laxatives without being
prescribed by a doctor, as they have no effect on
viruses and can change the balance of the gut and
cause severe diarrhea.
For the Colostomate the diet needs to change while
recovering from the flu. Eat a fiber free diet and
then gradually move towards a regular normal diet.
DO NOT IRRIGATE WHILE HAVING DIARRHEA AND
DO NOT TAKE LAXATIVES. Some drugs and specific
foods can cause constipation in colostomates. This
can be prevented by increasing your fluid intake.
Ileostomates:
Diarrhea presents a big problem. In addition to
causing excessive discharge a person with an
Ileostomy can risk an electrolyte imbalance. Most
importantly POTASSIUM must be kept within safe
levels. If vomiting and dehy-dration becomes an issue
the ilestomates must go to the ER sooner rather than
later. It cannot be stressed how important it is to
go to the ER as an ileostomate cannot hydrate oneself
fast enough. It is recommended to drink Ginger Ale,
bouillon, and either Gatorade or Pedialyte.
Always ensure the symptoms are related to the Flu
and not Gastritis.

Urostomates:
Follow the same special care and make sure
to protect the kidneys. Prompt attention of
distress from the Flu will make a difference.
Any ostomate:
Always protect the abdominal muscles if
coughing or sneezing as a parastomal hernia
can develop. A support belt can make a
difference.
General Information:
Always have Lomotil and/or Imodium plain or
ES (extra strength) available. Imodium is by
far the better choice as it does not contain
Atropine or Anticholinergic which can have
ramifications with many medications as well
as side effects.
Pouch options with the Flu:
If you have a closed pouch switch to a drainable
one and finally if you do get excoriated or raw
peristomal skin, use Milk of Magnesia, Mylanta
or Maalox and dab it onto the raw skin areas
and blow dry on low until a white dry crust is
seen. One can pouch on top of the white crust
and the raw skin will be healed within 24 hours.
Always try to have a
variety of pouches available at all times.
Simply contact your vendors and ask for free
samples.
Get your Flu shot ---- it is worth it.
Source: CVI Ostomy News, Jan. 2013; Brantford & District
Ostomy News Dec 2013

VISITOR REPORT
Referrals for this reporting period came from Vancouver General, Peace Arch and independent
calls.
Colostomy 3
Ileostomy 1
Urostomy 1
Other 0
TOTAL 5
Many thanks to my excellent crew this round: Sandra Morris, Julie Singer, Gord Blad, Kim
Robin and Rob Hill.
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Your Independence,

Our Solutions

•

We have your brand

Colostomy

•

Ileostomy

•

Urostomy

You do have a choice when it comes
to selecting your Ostomy supplier
Shoppers Home Health Care is your source for
a full range of quality self care products,
backed by discreet, effective advice and
service.
From a full range of skin care, first aid, wound
care, ostomy and incontinence supplies, we
can help you select the right products to meet
your personal requirements.

VANCOUVER
370 East Broadway, Unit 202
(604) 876-4186

VICTORIA
1561 Hillside Avenue
(250) 370-2984

LANGLEY
6339 - 200th Street, Unit 304
(604) 514-9987

Vancouver General Hospital
2790 Oak Street
(604) 739-4645

KELOWNA
Capri Centre Mall
1835 Gordon Drive
(250) 717-1850

SURREY
12080 Nordel Way, Unit 135
(604) 597-2097

WHITE ROCK
Central Plaza
15182 North Bluff Road
(604) 538-3400

PENTICTON
1301 Main Street, Unit 709
(250) 492-7592

*Shoppers Optimum Points awarded on client paid portion only.

EARN SHOPPERS OPTIMUM POINTS® *
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WHAT’S NEW
STOMICO
OSTOMY
PLIERS

Does
arthritis
make it difficult for you to
cut holes in your ostomy flange?
Developed by an ostomy patient for
ostomy patients, Stomico Ostomy
Pliers are a two-piece, tool that can
solve this problem. Stomico’s Ostomy
Pliers are a cost effective, easy to
use, ergonomic alternative for ostomy
scissors. This tool is comprised of
punch-pliers and a screw-on circular
cutting disc. Cutting discs have been
manufactured in 1MM increment sizes
ranging from 17MM to 43MM.
Stomico Ostomy Pliers are designed
to evenly and consistently cut the
same diameter hole, with no jagged
edges, in adhesive skin barriers, face
plates, wafers and flanges.If you
have difficulty cutting holes due to
arthritis, this product may make things
easier. Stomico Ostomy Pliers are
designed for both one piece and twopiece systems. After minimal practice,
it only takes seconds to punch a
clean, consistent hole in the ostomy
appliance.
Inquire at your ostomy product
supplier or online at
http://stomico.com/index.html
Also available on Ebay. (Pliers are
approximately $35 and cutting discs
$15. Prices may vary.)

Tips & Tricks
Sometimes we can get so
absorbed and focussed looking at
our stoma site to get that
appliance on just right we
forget we’re bent nearly
in half. Stand up straight
when applying your pouch!
If you can’t stand, do your
best to sit up straight while
making a change. Upright posture
helps ensure that the abdomen
doesn’t have any unnecessary
creases that will undermine a
good seal.

A warm welcome
is extended to new
members
Rick I.
Richard B.
Barry C.
Helmut W.

Thank you to the
following folks for their
kind donation to the
chapter:
Bill F., Rick I.,
Richard B., Ken S., Darsho J.
Miranda W., Lori S., Norma P.,
Barbara S.
The Vancouver Chapter
would also like to thank the
following people who have
kindly donated to the chapter
in memory of:

COLIN
BROOMFIELD

Davies

PRESCRIPTION
PHARMACY LTD.

Davies Pharmacy has been serving the North Shore with quality
medical supplies and pharmaceuticals for 30 years. Our expert
staff of pharmacists, nurses, and
technicians can provide you with
a full range of products for a
healthy life style.
1401 St. Georges
(opposite Lions Gate hospital)

604-985-8771
FLUSHABLE WIPES, cont. from page 8

Robert & Julie Chuter
Joan Collie & Gerald
Rondeau
Ken & Cindy Gollner
Robert & Doreen Nichol
Eagle Ridge Emergency
The Vancouver Chapter also
wishes to thank the following
people who have kindly
donated to the

WENDY IRVINE
YOUTH FUND
in memory of
Phyllis Irvine
Jennifer Irvine
Dilys Ann Bodnar
Elaine & Phillip Halladay
Morris & Olga Rychliwski
Ms. B. Joyce Hinton

man-hours to unclog pipes and repair
broken sewer lines. It blames wipes for
blockages that have caused sewage to
overflow into streams or back up into
residential basements.
In western New York over the
summer, utility officials installed strainers
on sections of pipe that were often
clogged to determine which households
were the culprits. They then contacted
residents and pleaded with them to stop
flushing wipes.
And in England a few months ago,
a 15-tonne blob of wipes and cooking
grease the size of a bus — nicknamed
“Fatberg” by the Brits — was discovered
in a London sewer pipe after residents
complained their toilets wouldn’t flush.
Orr said it’s just a matter of time before
a similar phenomenon wreaks havoc in
Canada.
“There needs to be a federal, centralized
standard or else we’ll soon be dealing with
our very own, very costly Fatberg.” q
- Vancouver Metro, Monday November 18, 2013
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OH NO!!

DID YOU
FORGET TO
RENEW YOUR
MEMBERSHIP
FOR 2014?!
If you haven’t sent in your
cheque yet, now’s the time! Membership
dues remain the same at $30.00 per
year.
Please make your cheque payable to:

Vancouver Chapter UOA
and send to:

Joy Jones, Membership Coordinator
3908 Sharon Place
West Vancouver, BC
V7V 4T6

If you’re not sure if you’ve renewed, please call Joy at
604-926-9075 to confirm. Thank you!
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Zac Armitage from Nightingale
Medical and some creative
packing. Thanks and a tip o’
the hat to Nightingale for their
generous donation of supplies
for third world ostomates!!
ET NURSES — Thank you to those who let us know
about updates or needed corrections to listings!
We endeavor to keep on top of staffing changes but
sometimes lack the latest information. If you know of
changes or errors in listings please let us know at:
autodraw@shaw.ca
Thank you!

STOMA CLINICS IN VANCOUVER / MAINLAND AREA Pre-surgical counselling and post-operative follow-up.
VANCOUVER
Vancouver General Hospital
Deb Cutting, RN, ET
Kristina Cantafio, RN, ET
Sony Gawley, RN, ET
Colleen Riley, RN, ET

855 West 12th Avenue
Tel (604) 875-5788

ST. PAUL’S HOSPITAL
Neal Dunwoody, R.N., WOCN
Jessica Footz, R.N., BScN, ET
Children’s Hospital
Amie Nowak, BSN, RN, ET

1081 Burrard Street
Tel (604) 682-2344
Local 62917
4480 Oak Street
Tel (604) 875-2345
Local 7658
2188 West Broadway
(Kitsilano)
Tel: 604-738-0733
1144 Burrard St.
(Vancouver)
Tel: 604-688-4644

MACDONALD’S PRESCRIPTIONS
Neal Dunwoody, RN, ET
Call for appointment
REGENCY MEDICAL
Neal Dunwoody, RN, ET
Mon, Wed, and Fri. 3:30 to 5:30

NIGHTINGALE MEDICAL SUPPLIES
Tel 604-879-9101
Lauren Wolf RN, WOCN
Heather McMurtry RN, WOCN
Neal Dunwoody RN, B. WOCN
Ann Marie Somerville RN, WOCN
Candace Gubbles NP, WOCN, RN
Call or email info@nightingalemedical.ca to book an appointment.
Nightingale Clinics also at Richmond/White Rock
and Langley (see ads this issue)
NORTH VANCOUVER
Annemarie Somerville,
RN, ET (Mon/Wed)
Rosemary Hill, RN., ET (Mon - Fri)

Lion’s Gate Hospital
231 East 15th Ave., N. Vancouver
Tel (604) 984-5871
Cell (604) 788-2772

BURNABY
Misty Stephens, ETN

Burnaby General Hospital

NEW WESTMINSTER
Heather McMurty, RN, ET
Susan Andrews, RN,
Lucy Innes, RN, ET

Royal Columbian Hospital
Tel (604) 520-4292

OSTOMY CARE & SUPPLY CENTRE
Andrea (Andy) Manson, RN, ET
Muriel Larsen, RN, ET
Christina Kerekes, RN, ET
Laurie Cox, RN, ET
Susan Holding, RN, BSN, ET
Arden Townshend RN, ET
Lisa Hegler, RN, ET (Saturdays 9 - 1)

2004 8th Ave. New Westminster
Tel (604) 522-4265

SURREY
Surrey Memorial Hospital
Kathy Neufeld, WOCN (Mon - Thurs)
Tel (604) 588-3328
Heidi Davis, RN ET (Mon, Tues)
LauraJean DeVries, RN, ET (Wed - Fri)
LANGLEY
Langley Memorial Hospital
Katie Jensen, RN. BSN. ET
Tel (604) 534-4121 Local 7422
Ostomy Outpatient Clinic
ABBOTSFORD
Abbotsford Regional Hospital
Maureen Clarke, RN, BSN. ET Tel (604) 851-4700 Ext 646154
Paula Yakashiro, RN, ET
CHILLIWACK
Chilliwack General Hospital
Jacqueline Bourdages, RN
Tel 604-795-4141
Wound Care and Ostomy
Local 614447
Resource Nurse
WHITE ROCK
Peace Arch Hospital
Margaret Chalk, RN, ET
Pager 604-296-6190 Tel (604) 535-4500
Local 757687

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Vancouver Chapter United Ostomy Association

Membership is open to all persons interested in ostomy rehabilitation and welfare. The following information is kept strictly confidential.

Please enroll me as a ___ new ___ renewal member of the Vancouver Chapter of the UOA.
I am enclosing my annual membership dues of $30.00, which I understand is effective from the date application is received. I wish
to make an additional contribution of $ ____________ , to support the programs and activities of the United Ostomy Association of
Canada. Vancouver Chapter members receive the Vancouver Ostomy Highlife newsletter, become members of the UOA Canada, Inc.
and receive the Ostomy Canada magazine.

Name ___________________________________________________ Phone _______________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________________ Postal Code _________________ Year of Birth ________
email (if applicable): _____________________________________________________________________
Type of surgery: _____ Colostomy _____Urostomy _____ Ileostomy ____ Internal Pouch _____ N/A
May we welcome you by name in our newsletter? ____ OK ____ I’d rather not
Additional contributions of $20 or more are tax deductible. Please make cheque payable to the UOA Vancouver Chapter
and mail to: Membership Coordinator, 3908 Sharon Place, West Vancouver, BC V7V 4T6
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Never
underestimate
the power of
a hug.™

Technology

&
ConvaTec Moldable Technology™ Skin Barriers create a seal as comfortable and
secure as a hug. The active hug helps to prevent leaks and protect your skin.1,2
Clinical experience demonstrates it, and people living with an ostomy confirm it.
Easy to use. No cutting, no stretching, no
guesswork; simply roll back and press forward
to create your custom “hug.”

}

Rebounding Memory Technology.™ Actively
matches the size and shape of your stoma, even
as it grows and shrinks throughout the day.
The ONE and ONLY smart adhesive with
tri-laminate construction. Turtlenecks
comfortably around your stoma to help prevent
leaks and skin irritation.
1

2

Give yourself
a hug.
Learn more.
1 800 465-6302
www.convatec.ca

Natura®
Ostomy System
Esteem synergy®
Ostomy System

Never
underestimate
the power of
a hug.™
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